
 

 

  

 

       

                                    TERM- I 

                                                                                            INCHARGE: MS SEEMA SHARMA 

 

Week  No – 6 and  7   Mind your Manners 

Students were taught dining table etiquettes in the club period. For this few 
activities were taken  up and videos were  shown ,on how to present themselves 
in public. Table manners help kids to build their social skills to navigate. It also 
builds confidence in talking and observing . Here Students learnt the usage of 
napkins and also the placement of knife , spoon and fork  
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Week No – 8 and 9  Quiz Time  and Invention and discoveries 

Students were given a questionairre on Telangana State which was later taken 

up as a quiz activity . Students came to know about the culture and importance 

of their state.It gave them an awareness  of what an Invention  is and how it is 

different from a Discovery. They learnt about the greatest and latest inventions. 

  

                   

 

 

Week No. 10     JAM  (Just  A Minute) 

Students took  the activity of  Just a minute 

on a National Leader …in celebration of 

patriotic week. Students talked about the true 

meaning of patriotism, freedom and 

independence. Here they also learnt being 

patriotic means loving, supporting and defending one’s country.   

Week No. 11    Newspaper Reading 

Students were sensitised towards the habit of newspaper reading.They learnt, it 

is a good habit that can provide a great sense of educational value.This will not 

only enhance their knowledge about general information but will likewise 

improve their English skills and vocabulary. 

  

 

 

 

 



Week No. 12 and 13   Facial  Expressions and  Puppet Making 

Students  were  taught  how  to  make  facial  expressions  with  the  help  of  

simple  drawings  like  smilies . Further  they  made  a  variety  of  cartoons  

using  those  facial  expressions. They  immensely  enjoyed  doing  this  activity. 

It  developed  their  creativity  and  fine  motor  skills. 

A quick and easy way to make hand  or finger puppets were shown to them 

with sticks, paper folding and using old socks....This enhanced their Creative 

skills. Here students used puppets to interact with other students which also 

helped the shy kids to become acquainted through their roles. 

 

 

 

 

Week No. 14 and 15 poster Making 

To bring out the creative expression of the students 

and also to gauge their awareness quotient ,a poster 

making activity was taken up in this week. The theme 

was ‘Save Animals’. Students displayed their artistic skills through an array of 

posters on the given topic. The main aim was to sensitize the students towards 

these burning issues.  

 

 

 

 

We  will  come  up  with  many  more  interesting  activities  to  ensure  a  

fruitful  and  joyous  learning  experience  for  our  students…. 


